Serial cultivation of human nail matrix cells under serum-free conditions.
We have established serial cultures of human nail matrix cells (NMCs) under serum-free conditions. We cultured NMCs using two different methods depending upon the volume of nail matrix obtained. When a sufficient amount of nail matrix was obtained, they were minced and treated with 0.25% trypsin and 0.03% EDTA. The NMCs were transferred directly as a dispersed cell culture into KGM medium. Because a sufficient amount of matrix was rarely obtained, we developed a method by which NMCs were cultured primarily as implanted small matrices in Eagle's MEM (high Ca+ medium) supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum for the first 4 to 5 days; during this time, the NMCs expanded from the matrices and formed colonies around them. NMCs then were cultured with KGM. In both methods, KGM medium supported the growth of NMCs without a biological feeder layer. These cells could be cultivated serially for at least seven passages. Half of the cells were positively stained with a monoclonal antibody against hair (hard) keratin which is expressed in nail matrix in vivo, indicating that the cells originated from the nail matrix. These methods will now permit investigations of nail matrix cells that previously were unfeasible because of the relative lack of cells and difficulties with propagation.